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From DXF to quote.
All with a simple click



All estimates
for all types of production

Libellula.BUDGET allows to obtain a quick and detailed 

estimate of each particular sheet metal to be produced. 

Part of Libellula Universe, designed  and developed by Libellula 

engineers to calculate the production costs for all processes of 

a metal structure, Libellula.BUDGET is a fast, high-performance 

system that does not require any specific knowledge of CAD / 

CAM, being required only the knowledge of the production 

centers of the company.

Creation of additional cost centers: bending, welding, assembling, piercing centers are only some of possible cost centers, where it's possible to set different 
parameters to define the quotation calculation.

Icons parameter setting for cost center: each icon has a value operations data form based on cost centers

It will be possible, directly from the Work Library, to make a quotation on nesting already executed in Libellula.CUT. In addition, the new DXF importer will allow 
the nesting import automatically divided and quoted inside the software.

Creation of parameter parts for fast quotations

Maximum efficiency One-Click: "drag & drop" quick import of geometries with immediate calculation of the estimate and preparation of  reports on .pdf or Excel 
files (Adobe PDF © and Microsoft Excel ©)

Multiple customization options, to create detailed quotes and actually "tailored" according to specific user needs

"Real-time"  quoting,  fast and efficient that it will be possible to send to its customers a detailed quote of processing while still been on the phone!

YES to the speed, but above all ACCURACY, thanks to the full cost control which results in not losing money and the customer

Optimized material management, with reduction of waste and optimization of processing time, improving the control of supply for a more efficient and 
economical warehouse management more efficient and economical  

Optimization of for the fleet management, with the ability to compare the cost estimates on all cutting machines in the company and choose the most convenient

Maximum efficiency throughout the company, with the ability to accurately calculate the cutting times, which results in better organization and in the end, more profit

Fast quotations and multiple costs center to know always any 
processing real profit 
For a company, one of strategical lever to compete more efficiently and profitably in the market, it's the proper remunaration of its production factors. To 
reach this goal, Libellula.BUDGET offers some absolutely unique advantages for this software typology:   
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OPTIMAL CONTROL COSTS OF FLEET

AND THE WAREHOUSE

POSSIBILITY TO CREATE ADDITIONAL 

COST CENTERS BY SETTING DIFFERENT 

PARAMETERS FOR EACH ONE

Technical Features

Using highly automated and efficient algorithms for faster quoting from files or already existing parametric 

Possibility of quote calculation on the single piece, on nesting with a single piece or multiple pieces with different setting of the desired 
markup to ensure profitability

Design "costs" which considers all aspects of production such as material used and scraps, cutting cycles (attacks, type of breakthrough, etc.), 
markings, any vaporization or cleaning cycles, nibbling times (for punching machines), special cycles, folding and assembling and other processes

Intuitive user interface with minimum learning curve, and complete all the necessary details in the process of estimating, document 
management (offers and cost tables) and master data management and customer lists

Maximum integration with other Libellula family Software

Price list rules: possibility to customized the price list with various type of rules allowing calculations changes in absolute or percentage value.

New DXF importer with advanced tool of cleaning, stair and level handling.
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